
NLPCC 2017 Shared Task Guideline: 

Open Domain Question Answering 

1. Task Description 

The question answering (or QA) task targets on building systems that can answer natural 

language questions. In NLPCC 2017, we call the Open Domain Question Answering shared task, 

which includes the following three QA sub-tasks for Chinese language (the first two tasks) and 

English language (the last task): 

 

1) Knowledge-based QA (or KBQA) task 

When predicting answers to each question, a KBQA system built by each participating 

team IS LIMITED TO select entities as answers from a given knowledge base (KB). We will 

provide a Chinese knowledge base, which includes knowledge triples crawled from web. 

Other resources are allowed to use to train necessary models, such as entity linking, 

semantic parsing, and etc., but answer entities should come from the provided KB only. 

 

2) Document-based QA (or DBQA) task 

When predicting answers to each question, a DBQA system built by each participating 

team IS LIMITED TO select sentences as answers from the question’s given document. We 

will provide a document for each question, which consists of a set of document sentences. 

Other resources are allowed to use to train necessary models, such as sentence matching 

model, but answer sentences should come from the provided documents only. 

 

3) Table-based QA (or TBQA) task 

When predicting answers to each question, a TBQA system built by each participating 

team IS LIMITED TO select tables as answers from the question’s given a list of candidate 

tables. We will provide a list of candidate tables for each question. Other resources are 

allowed to use to train necessary models, such as sentence matching model, but answer 

tables should come from the provided candidate tables only. 

 

As before, we try our best to attract teams to participate in this year’s QA task, including 

labeling new data sets and releasing baseline systems. We hope this can provide more benchmark 

data for QA research, and encourage more QA researchers to share their experiences, techniques, 

and progress. Specially, a portion of test sets are provided by Microsoft Xiaoice team. 



2. Data Description 

For KBQA task, we will provide a training set and a testing set. An example in training set is 

given below, which describes the data format: 

 

<question id=”1”> 微软公司的创始人是谁？ 

<answer id=”1”> 比尔盖茨 \t 保罗艾伦 

 

In training set, both questions and their golden answers will be provided. If multiple answers 

exist, they will be separated by the symbol ‘\t’. 

In testing set, only questions will be provided. We have labeled golden answers to questions, 

but this information will NOT be provided to participants, until the entire evaluation is finished.  

The format of the submission result should follow the same format above. If no answer can 

be generated for a given question, just set the value of <answer id=”1”> to an empty string. 

 

For DBQA task, we will provide a training set and a testing set. An example in training set is 

given below, which describes the data format: 

 

俄罗斯贝加尔湖的面积有多大？ \t 贝加尔湖，中国古代称为北海，位于俄罗斯西伯利亚的南部。 \t 0 

俄罗斯贝加尔湖的面积有多大？ \t 贝加尔湖是世界上最深，容量最大的淡水湖。 \t 0 

俄罗斯贝加尔湖的面积有多大？ \t 贝加尔湖贝加尔湖是世界上最深和蓄水量最大的淡水湖。 \t 0 

俄罗斯贝加尔湖的面积有多大？ \t 它位于布里亚特共和国 (Buryatiya) 和伊尔库茨克州 (Irkutsk) 境内。 \t 0 

俄罗斯贝加尔湖的面积有多大？ \t 湖型狭长弯曲，宛如一弯新月，所以又有“月亮湖”之称。 \t 0 

俄罗斯贝加尔湖的面积有多大？ \t 贝加尔湖长 636 公里，平均宽 48 公里，最宽 79.4 公里，面积 3.15 万平方公里。 \t 1 

俄罗斯贝加尔湖的面积有多大？ \t 贝加尔湖湖水澄澈清冽，且稳定透明（透明度达 40.8 米），为世界第二。 \t 0 

 

In training set, questions (in the 1st column), document sentences (in the 2nd column), and 

their answer annotations (in the 3rd column) will be provided. If a document sentence is the correct 

answer of the question, its answer annotation will be 1, otherwise its answer annotation will be 0. 

The three columns will be separated by the symbol ‘\t’. 

In testing set, only questions and their document sentences will be provided. We have labeled 

golden answer annotations to questions, but this information will NOT be provided to participants, 

until the entire evaluation is finished. 

The submission result file should follow the format below: each line contains a score only, 

which denotes the relevance score between a question and a document sentence at the same line. 

These scores will be used to rank all answer sentences of a given question by the evaluation toolkit. 

Please carefully check that, the number of lines in the submission result file should be the same 

to the number of lines in the testing set file. 
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For TBQA task, we will provide a training set and a testing set. An example in training set is 

given below, which describes the data format: 

 

1 \t banks and headqauters in india \t List of Public sector banks in India and their headquarters  \t BANKS _|_ HEAD QUARTERS 

_|_ TAGLINES \t Allahabad Bank _|_ Kolkata _|_ A TRADITION OF TRUST _||_ Andhra Bank _|_ Hyderabad _|_ FOR ALL YOUR 

NEEDS _||_ Bank Of Baroda _|_ Mumbai _|_ INDIA'S INTERNATIONAL BANK _||_ Bank Of India _|_ Mumbai _|_ RELATIONSHIP 

BEYOND BANKING 

 

0 \t banks and headqauters in india \t List of banks in Thailand Thai Commercial and Retail Banks \t Rank _|_ Name _|_ Total 

Assets \t 1 _|_ Bangkok Bank _|_ US$83.9 billion&gt;  [2] _||_ 2 _|_ Krungthai Bank  (56% owned by Thai government) _|_ 

US$83.4 billion  [2] _||_ 3 _|_ Siam Commercial Bank _|_ US$82.1 billion  [2] _||_ 4 _|_ KASIKORNBANK _|_ US$70.8 billion  

[3] _||_ 5 _|_ Bank of Ayudhya  (Krungsri) _|_ US$35.2 billion _||_ 6 _|_ Thanachart Bank  (49% owned by  Scotiabank  of 

Canada + merged with Siam City Bank) _|_ US$31.2 billion  [2] _||_ 7 _|_ TMB Bank  (30% owned by ING, 7% DBS, 26% Thai 

Ministry of Finance, 2% Thai military) _|_ US$24.6 billion  [2] _||_ 8 _|_ Kiatnakin Bank _|_ US$18.1 billion _||_ 9 _|_ CIMB Thai  

(subsidiary of CIMB of Malaysia) _|_ US$8.2 billion _||_ 10 _|_ Standard Chartered Bank (Thai)  (subsidiary of Standard Chartered 

Bank of the UK) _|_ US$ 6.1 billion _||_ 11 _|_ United Overseas Bank (Thai)  (subsidiary of UOB of Singapore) _|_ US$5.9 billion 

_||_ 12 _|_ Tisco Bank _|_ US$3.4 billion _||_ 13 _|_ ICBC Bank  (subsidiary of ICBC of China) _|_ US$2.1 billion _||_ 14 _|_ 

Mega ICB  (subsidiary of Mega ICB of Taiwan) _|_ US$0.4 billion 

 

In training set, answer annotations (in the 1st column), questions (in the 2nd column), and 

tables including captions (in the 3rd column), attributes (in the 4th column) and cells (in the 5th 

column) will be provided. If a table contains the correct answer of the question, the answer 

annotation of the table will be 1, otherwise the answer annotation will be 0. The five columns will 

be separated by the symbol ‘\t’. In the 4th column, attribute values contained are separated by the 

symbol ‘ _|_ ’. In the 5th column, different rows are separated by the symbol ‘ _||_ ’, and the cells 

in each row are separated by ‘ _|_ ’. 

In testing set, only questions and their candidate tables will be provided. We have labeled 

golden answer annotations to questions, but this information will NOT be provided to participants, 

until the entire evaluation is finished. 

The submission result file should follow the format below: each line contains a score only, 

which denotes the relevance score between a question and a table at the same line. These scores 

will be used to rank all the candidate tables of a given question by the evaluation toolkit. Please 

carefully check that, the number of lines in the submission result file should be the same to the 

number of lines in the testing set file. 



3 Evaluation Metric 

The quality of a KBQA system will be evaluated by MRR, Accuracy@N, and Averaged F1.  

The quality of a DBQA system will be evaluated by MRR and MAP. 

The quality of a TBQA system will be evaluated by MRR, Accuracy@N and MAP. 
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|𝑄| denotes the total number of questions in the evaluation set, 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑘𝑖 denotes the 

position of the first correct answer in the generated answer set 𝐶𝑖 for the 𝑖𝑡ℎ question 

𝑄𝑖. If 𝐶𝑖 doesn’t overlap with the golden answers 𝐴𝑖 for 𝑄𝑖, 
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 Accuracy@N 
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𝛿(𝐶𝑖 , 𝐴𝑖) equals to 1 when there is at least one answer contained by 𝐶𝑖 occurs in 𝐴𝑖, 

and 0 otherwise. 

 

 Averaged F1 
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𝐹𝑖 denotes the F1 score for question 𝑄𝑖 computed based on 𝐶𝑖 and 𝐴𝑖. 𝐹𝑖 is set to 0 

if 𝐶𝑖 is empty or doesn’t overlap with 𝐴𝑖. Otherwise, 𝐹𝑖 is computed as follows: 
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where #(𝐶𝑖 , 𝐴𝑖) denotes the number of answers occur in both 𝐶𝑖 and 𝐴𝑖. |𝐶𝑖| and 

|𝐴𝑖| denote the number of answers in 𝐶𝑖 and 𝐴𝑖 respectively. 

 

 MAP 
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𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑃(𝐶, 𝐴) =
∑ (𝑃(𝑘)⋅𝑟𝑒𝑙(𝑘))𝑛
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𝑚𝑖𝑛(𝑚,𝑛)
 denotes the average precision. 𝑘  is the rank in the 

sequence of retrieved answer sentences. 𝑚 is the number of correct answer sentences. 

𝑛 is the number of retrieved answer sentences. If 𝑚𝑖𝑛(𝑚, 𝑛) is 0, 𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑃(𝐶, 𝐴) is set 



to 0. 𝑃(𝑘) is the precision at cut-off 𝑘  in the list. 𝑟𝑒𝑙(𝑘) is an indicator function 

equaling 1 if the item at rank 𝑘 is an answer sentence, and 0 otherwise.  


